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Solution

I think jovoto platform is like a
active volcano, where the
crowdstorm force, push to the
surface the best ideas!
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Why do you participate in jovoto’s crowdstorms?

1. Here everyone has a chance to express themselves. There are creative people with a big
bag of ideas, who need such a great platform.

2. Here every idea is important, and this stimulates your own evolution.
3. Feedback from the guides, site members and clients can hone your talent.
4. Since you have the chance to work with different creative people.
5. Because the number of awards is higher , so more people is reworded for their efforts.
6. You can edit idea based on tips recieved.
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How can we improve so that our crowdstorms serve you better?

During the competition any idea receives votes that can influence your final average. Jovoto is a
creative platform that offers you the chance to edit the posted ideas. But very often, the votes
received before editing the idea no longer change. Could be some competitions in which votes to
be offered only in voting week.
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Why should organizations and brands crowdstorm with jovotans?

1. Jovoto is an open platform for creative people worldwide.
2. The feedback provided by guides, client and site members during the contest contributes

to improving ideas.
3. Access to a base of ideas filtered by guides and members of the site.
4. Qualitative ideas made by people who are truly passionate about.
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Creative's profile

bonibom
artist

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Product Design, Packaging Design, Communication Concept

PRO
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